ACCELERATOR
Become a Data-Mature Organization

The connection between success and data maturity is high. Organizations must know their current level of
data maturity. Datatelligent’s 90-day Accelerator can help you understand where you are and where you
need to be.

DATA & ANALYTICS BUILDING BLOCKS
The measurement of how advanced an organization’s data analysis is and how its data is connected is its data
maturity. The data maturity curve describes the progression from being data-aware to being data-driven. An
organization has reached the data-driven stage when data has woven its way deep into an organization’s
fabric and every business decision.
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The Datatelligent 90-day Accelerator delivers the following:
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data-driven organization that’s custom to

your organization’s mission, culture, structure, and current level of data maturity, as well as its critical
needs, timeline, and capabilities

Customer Success Plan: Tailor the data approach to the business.’
Data Solution Engine: One (1) solution engine with your priorities
Data Pipeline: Your data mapped to the analytics solution
Analytics: Actionable insights from your data

INNOVATIVE FUTURE
Our unique data maturity approach brings together Datatelligent’s Data Analytics as a Service (DAaaS) with
the Snowflake data platform and Tableau visualizations to get you on the road to becoming a data-driven
university of the future.

ABOUT DATATELLIGENT
DATATELLIGENT SOLUTION ENGINES
Fast-track data transformation initiatives with Datatelligent's Solution Engines. Our Solution Engines are targeted
solutions that help higher education institutions gain a 360 view of their data to make informed, data-driven
decisions. From Admissions/Enrollment to Student Success/Retention and Strategy/Operations, organizations
that leverage our Solution Engines benefit from faster speed to market and much more.

ADMISSIONS &
ENROLLMENT

STUDENT SUCCESS
& RETENTION

TEACHING & LEARNING
EFFECTIVENESS

ADVANCEMENT

STRATEGY &
OPERATIONS

Enrollment
Management
Detailed information at
every pipeline stage

Student At-Risk
Identification of students who
are a retention risk based on a
variety of risk factors

Faculty LMS Utilization
How Effectively are Faculty
Using the Available
Instructional Tools

Giving Tracking
Detailed Insights in
Fundraising & Trends

Budget Forecasting
View Tuition, Fees &
Enrollment Financials

Enrollment Trends
Multi-year view of
enrollment at program,
course, ZIP code &
student level

COVID-19 Localized Impact
Map of student/employee
home locations overlaid
with COVID-19 case severity

Student LMS Engagement
How often are Students
Interacting with Online
Instructional Tools

Prospect Management
Managing, Tracking &
Reporting on Donor Pipeline
Activity

COVID-19 Mitigation
Tracking
Tracking of COVID-19 &
Measures Current State
Mitigation Efforts

Course Recommender
Identify typical clusters of
student courses taken

Alumni Engagement
Density Map of Engagement
& Gift Amount

DISCOVER HOW DATATELLIGENT CAN HELP YOUR BUSINESS
Organizations today have access to more data than ever before. And while they may recognize the
tremendous potential for data, they often struggle to turn it into actionable insights that improve business
results. In fact, in most cases, the data is disparate and degraded.
Real-time visibility and insights from Datatelligent’s Data Analytics as a Service (DAaaS) solution can enable
business leaders to make intelligent, transformed, and informed decisions. Our speed, agility, and scalability
allow businesses to pivot quickly to preserve business health.
We recognize that to optimize any business activity, you need to understand all of the data available to you—
from your own internal and customer data to competitor and market data. We work with organizations to
identify and collect the correct intel from a growing universe of data and turn it into actionable insights.

SOLUTION + ANALYTIC PARTNERS
Make the most of your investment. Expand your data capabilities and reach through our integrations and
partnerships with the leading data analytics vendors, including Snowflake and Tableau.
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